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darchríoch31 Marta 1973 faoi bhráid
an Aire.
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Bliain shontasach i gcúrsaí craolacháin

abea 1972/73, an tríú bliain déag
ag Údarás Radio Telefís Éireann i
mbun a fheidhmeanna faoin Acht um

Údarás Craolacháin 1960.

Feabhsaíodh caighdeán na gclár radio
agusteilifíseagusleathnaíodharan

méid díobh a bhain le cúrsaí sna cúigí.
Rinneadh forbairt ar chláracha cúrsaí
reatha agus tháinig fas ar rann-

pháirtíocht an lucht éisteachta i
gcláracha i gcoitinne.

Tugadh chun críche an dará céim i

bhforbairt Radio na Gaeltachta i mí
Eanáir1973 nuairatúsaíodhan

beo-cheangal idir na stiúideonna i
gCiarraí, i gConamara agus i dTír
Chonaill. Thug sé seo deis don

tseirbhís freastal ar cheann dá
bunaidhmeanna: na pobail sna
ceantair éagsúla Gaeltachta a
thabhairt níos giorra dá chéile.

Tháinig feabhas ar chúrsaí airgeadais
i rith na bliana agus gnóthaíodh
farasbarr de £267,646, a bhuíochas

sin don mhéadú a tháinig ar an dteacht
isteach ón bhfógraíocht. Níorleoran
farasbarr seo áfach le dóthain chaipitil
a churarfáil chun forbairt shontasach
a dhéanamh ar na seirbhísí craolacháin.

Síníodh conarthaí do tharchuireadóir
radio meánmhinicíochta 500kW agus
do chrann craolta, ata á dtógáil i ngar
don Tulach Mor agus a ghlacfaidh

ionad na bhfearas radio ata suite le
haisÁth Luain.Thoilighan Rialtasdhá
thrian de chostas caipitil an
tionscnaimh seo a íoc as an Státchiste.

Cuireadh críoch le tógáil an lárionaid
nua radio i nDomhnach Broc agus
cuireadh tus sásúil le feistiú an ionaid
le haghaidh craolta. Ag deireadh na

bliana, bhítrícinn de na trí stiúideonna
déag críochnaithe agus bhí an chéad
chuid d'fhoireann an radio aistrithe
go dtí an lárionad nua.

Cuireadh tus le sraith choirmeacha

ceoil de chuid Cheolfhoireann

Éatrom RTE in ionaid éagsúla arfud
na tire agus thug Cantairí RTE cuairt
ghearrar Mhór-Roinn na hEorpa.

Bhain RTE duaiseanna idirnáisiúnta
amach i rith na bliana ar chlár radio as

an tsraith 'Give Your Child a Chance'
agus ar chlár teilifíse'A Week in the
Life of Martin Cluxton'.

FRONTCOVER

A live television camera in Studio One.

FRONT COVER (inset)

RTE radio and television production is now on
a central site at Donnybrook

BACK COVER

Alma Carroll was a popular guest star in the
television series 'The Likes of Mike'

Foilsiodh an chéad tuarascáil ón
gCoiste Athbhreithnithe Craolacháin
inar moladh go mbunófaí an dara
seirbhís teilifíse faoi chúram RTE
d'fhonn rogha cláracha a churarfáil
go forleathan ar fud na tire.

Dethoradh comhfhreagrais idir an
Údarás agus an tAire Poist agus
Telegrafa faoi chlár radio ar 19

Samhain 1972 inar craoladh cuntas
aragallamh leduinea ciontaiodh ina
dhiaidh sin i bheith ina chomhalta
d'eagraíocht mhi-dhleathach, bhris

an Rialtas an túdarás ar 24 Samhain
agus cheap siad Údarás nua an la
céanna.



REVIEW OF THE YEAR

Programmes

Developments during the year

included new approaches towards

regional coverage, audience
involvement, programmes in Irish

and the presentation in depth of
current political events. The 300th
episode was broadcast in the television

series The Riordans', the 'Late Late

Show' celebrated its tenth anniversary

and, after 18 years, The Kennedys of
Castleross' went off the air.

On radio, the regional studios were

given a greater part to play in

programme making and the news

service was extended to cover many
more events in the provinces. A new

afternoon magazine programme,

Three-O-One', also placed its

emphasis on the regions while

audience participation by telephone
was encouraged on a wide variety of

programmes. Among several initiatives

in Irish language broadcasting was an
instruction series, Ar Bheagán

Gaeilge', incorporated in the major

morning programme 'Here and Now'.

Weekend coverage of sport was

substantially improved.

On television, Tonight at Ten' was

introduced as a nightly programme of
news and news analysis. An early

evening magazine programme,

Tangents', was also launched and

'7 Days' became a weekly hour-long

examination of current affairs. It was a

year of important political develop-

ments such as the EEC Referendum,
the Green and White Papers on
Northern Ireland, the General Election

and the formation of a new
Government. All of these were

presented in depth. The Olympic

Games were covered and relayed in

colourfrom Munich. The short series

'Oidhreacht', with a commentary in

English, was broadcast towards the
end of the year on different aspects of

the Irish heritage.

Live interconnection between the
Radio na Gaeltachta studios in Galway,
Donegal and Kerry was introduced in
January. This made possible a
thrice-weekly, hour-long, live

magazine programme involving all
three studios. The service thereby
accomplished one of its basic aims
by enabling the widely spread

Gaeltacht regions to communicate with
one another on a regular basis. The

programme quickly demonstrated
that differences of dialect do not
seriously inhibit the development of

greater cohesion between the scattered
Irish-speaking communities.

Finance

In 1972/73 RTE earned an overall
surplus of £267,646, equivalent to
3.2% of its total turnover of more than
£8 million. This result compared

favourably with the surplus of £9,231

in the previous year and £3,647 in

1970/71. The principal contributing

factor was the buoyancy of advertising
revenue but RTE Relays also showed
a small surplus, after depreciation, of
£9,215 by comparison with a deficit of

£50,854 in the previous year. The final

section of this report presents the
financial returns in detail.

Improved finances notwithstanding,
the ability to develop broadcasting
services remained severely restricted.
The surplus was insufficient to support
significant improvements in programme
output and could be applied to

financing only a small part of the net
capital expenditure during the year of

£1,091,064. Most of this spending
had again to be met from external
sources-repayable Exchequer

advances of £500,000 and capital

grants of £178,080 towards the cost of

setting up Radio na Gaeltachta.

RTE was concerned during the year at
the continuing insecurity of its overall
financial position. Net licence fees

The RTE GoldStarAjA/ard was won by Maureen O 'Flyn



provided only 41% of total income
and the Authority had to rely on

advertising for as much as 53% of its
total revenue. Reliance on advertising
for such a high proportion of income

is both undesirable and unsound; no

public service broadcasting

organisation in Europe depends on

advertising to the same extent as RTE.
In all the other European countries

relying on a combination of advertising

and licences as their main sources of

broadcasting income, licence fee

revenue is the predominant element.

The percentage of broadcasting

income provided by licences is as high

as 80% in Finland, 73% in the
Netherlands, 71 % in France, 67% in

Austria and 65% in Italy.

Licence fee

Application was made to the Minister

for Posts and Telegraphs in January

for an increase in the television licence

fee which would secure RTE's

financial position until 31 March 1974.
It was assumed that decisions would

be reached by that date, in the light of
recommendations from the

Broadcasting Review Committee,

designed to improve the financial basis

of broadcasting for the years ahead.

Attention must be drawn again to

the low level, by international

standards, of the Irish licence fee.

At £7.50 in the year under review (and

increased to £9 since 1 st October

1973), it compared with £19 in
Sweden, £18 in Denmark and

Luxembourg, £16 in Norway, £13 in

Federal Germany, £12 in Finland and

Belgium, £10 in France and

the Netherlands.

Licence fee collection

The collection of licence fees during

the past year cost £420,000. This was

about 11 % of the gross revenue from

licence fees. RTE has already

recommended that it should be

given responsibility forthe collection

of licence fees. The Authority believes

that this would result in a substantial

saving in the administrative costs of

collection.

The intensive campaign conducted

by the Department of Posts and

Telegraphs in November 1972 to

detect holders of unlicenced television

sets was strongly supported by

promotion on radio and television,
which emphasised the provision in

the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1972

increasing the maximum fine for

possession of an unlicenced set to £50.

Asa result, over30,000additional

licences were purchased, increasing
the total number of licences to over
530,000 by the end of the year.
Licence fee defaulters are now
estimated at about 6% of those liable
for payment, a significant reduction
on the exceptionally high rate of 10%
recorded in the 1972 annual report.

RTE hopes that the application of the
provisions of the Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1972, requiring television dealers
to furnish the Minister for Posts and

Telegraphs with details of their sales
and hire of television sets, will help

to reduce further the rate of default,
which is still higherthan in most
European countries.

To encourage prompt renewal of
licence fees, the Department of Posts

and Telegraphs introduced a scheme
during the year-at the suggestion of
RTE - which makes it possible to pay

for broadcasting licences by
instalments. Under the scheme, a
renewal licence can be had from a

post office in exchange for a special

savings card to which 10p stamps to

the full value of the licence fee have

been affixed. The scheme was launched
in April 1972 and was promoted on
radio and television. Within three
months, over 100,000 savings cards

had been collected by the public at

post offices.

Broadcasting Review Committee

I n the course of the year RTE

submitted over thirty further

memoranda to the Broadcasting

Review Committee. The Committee's

interim report on Cable Television

and Programme Choice was published

by the Ministerfor Postsand

Telegraphs. The report recommended

that the most suitable way of providing,

in the shortest time and at reasonable

cost, a wider range of choice for

viewers outside the range of external

services would be to establish a second
RTE television channel which would

broadcast throughout the country a
selection from British and other

services, as well as a content of home-

produced programmes. The Authority
welcomed this recommendation.

Direction under section 31 of the
Act and dismissal of the Authority
Every effort was made during the year

to ensure that matters related to the
complex situation in Northern Ireland

continued to be handled in a

responsible manner. However,

following a radio programme on
19 November 1972 in which the
substance of an interview with a

person subsequently convicted of

membership of an illegal organisation
was broadcast, an exchange of

correspondence took place between
the Minister and the Authority.
The Government dismissed the

Authority on 24 November. A new
Authority was appointed on the same
date. Shortly after its appointment,
the new Authority approved of detailed

guidelines to assist editorial staff in

observing the Minister's direction.

The new Authority also endorsed

the view of its predecessor that a
statutory direction under section 31

should not be of indefinite duration;

that it should be for a specified period

and should be renewed only if

considered essential.

Radio na Gaeltachta

The year under review was the first

year of programming by Radio na

Gaeltachta. The service was
inaugurated on Easter Sunday,

2 April 1972, broadcasting from the

main studio centre at Casia, Conamara,

on VH F transmitters at Maghera,
Truskmoreand Mullaghanish,and

on local M F transmitters at Béai an

Daingin, Co. Galway, and Na Doiri

Beaga, Co. Donegal. The service was

clearly received from the outset in

the area roughly west of a line drawn

from Malin Head in Co. Donegal to
Youghal in Co. Cork. Athird local

M F transmitter was commissioned

in June at Baile na nGall, Co. Kerry,

thus completing the provision of

both M F and VH F reception of the
service in the three principal Gaeltacht

areas.

With the completion of the main studio

centre at Casia in June, effort was

concentrated on building and

4

The 300th episode of the RTE television
drama series 'The Riordans' was broadcast

during the year.
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equipping the other Studios at Na

Doiri Beaga and Baile na nGall.

These were completed in December

and regular live interconnection

between the studios in Galway,
Donegal and Kerry became a regular

feature of Radio na Gaeltachta

broadcasting from 20 January 1973.

The installation of the additional VHF
transmitters at Kippureand Mount

Leinster, to extend the service to the

whole country, had been almost

completed by the end of the year.

This extension will not alterthe policy

of Radio na Gaeltachta as a service

for the people of the Gaeltacht.

Replacement of the

Athlone MF transmitter

Contracts were placed during the year

for a 500kW M F transmitter and for a

mast radiator to replace the existing

radio installations at Athlone. To

obtain optimum propagation, a new

site nearTullamore has been chosen

for the replacement transmitter. This

should be operational before the end

of 1 974. Because of the special

features of the project, it has been

agreed that two-thirds of the capital

cost will be borne by the Exchequer.

Radio Centre

Construction of the new radio centre

at Donnybrook was completed and

substantial progress was made in

equipping the building. By the end

of the year, three of the thirteen

studios had been completed and some

radio staff were transferred to the

centre. Before the end of 1973, it is

intended to have most of the studios in

operation and to transfer the greater

part of radio programme production

from Henry Street to Donnybrook.

Stereo radio broadcasting

A special feature of radio broadcasting

during the year was the development

of opera broadcasting in stereo on

Sunday afternoons once a month.

Stereo radio broadcasting was also

extended to include the live

transmission of the first half of the

Sunday evening public concerts

by the RTE Symphony Orchestra from

the Gaiety Theatre, Dublin. A
significant increase in stereo

broadcasting will be possible following

the transfer of radio programme

production to Donnybrook.

Colour television

The Authority believes that colour

should be regarded as a normal

development of the television service.

Its plans for colour development have

been based on this premise but the

major stage of achieving studio colour

production remains to be implemented.

A programme for the conversion of

studios to colour operation is being

undertaken and all studio equipment
falling due for renewal is being replaced
with colour-capable equipment.

It is hoped to complete the conversion

of the studiosto colour by the end of
1976. For the greater part of the year

under review RTE colour output was

limited to 25% of total transmissions.

In March 1973, this limit was raised
to one-third.

Wired television

The Broadcasting Review Committee's

first interim report on Cable Television

and Programme Choice, published

towards the end of the year,

recommended that cable television

should be carefully regulated and
indicated the Committee's intention to

give further advice on this matter in a
later report. Pending overall policy

decisions, the Authority decided to
concentrate on consolidating the

existing investment in RTE Relays

ratherthan undertake significant
further development. At the end of the

yearthe number of subscribers to

RTE Relays was 37,000.

RTELO provincial tours

RTE has inaugurated a series of

provincial tours by the Light Orchestra.

Twenty-four different centres are to

be visited over a three-year period.

Onthefirsttourin July the RTELO
gave public concerts in Longford,

Sligoand Galway. It visited Birr,

Tralee and Fermoy during the second

tour at the end of November.

Recordings of the concerts in Galway

and Tralee were subsequently

broadcast. The enthusiastic response

to the concerts, together with the
many requests for a return visit by the

RTELO, augurs well forthe further

tours planned in the series.

RTE Singers tour

A successful European tour, undertaken

by the RTE Singers at the end of
August, included a public performance

in the Tutzinger Musiktage', a cultural

event held in Munich during the

Olympic Games.

International awards

Forthe second successive year,

RTE won a major award at the Japan

RIGHT
An intervie w with Dr. Issals in the new nightly magazine 'Tangents '.

BELOW
Jack McGowran, renowned actor and broadcaster, who died during the year.



Prize International Competition for
Educational Programmes, which
attracted entries from 85 broadcasting
organisationsrepresenting 56 countries.
The Governor of Hokkaido Prize was

won by a programme from the radio
series'Give Your Child a Chance',
written by Tom McCarthy, Education
Officer of the ITGWU, and dramatised
for radio by Michael Judge. The

organising of listening groups, in

co-operation with Aontas (the

National Adult Education Association),
was a feature of this series. RTE's
entry 'Standing in God's Holy Fire'

won the Special Mention in the Monte
Carlo Television Festival and the RTE
drama production 'A Week in the Life
of Martin Cluxton' won the Best

Programme Prize at the Hollywood
Festival of World Television.

Television research project

The second stage of the three-year
research project undertaken for
RTE by the Centre for Mass

Communications Research,
University of Leicester, was
completed during the year. A survey
of attitudes towards television and
the uses made of the medium had
been carried out in the previous year
in the five selected areas of Dublin,
Sligo, Thurles, Kanturk and An

Cheathrú Rua. The second stage of
the project consisted of detailed
analyses of this survey. A number of
the areas are being chosen for more
intensive study during the third stage.

Radio statistics
A radio listenership survey conducted
in May 1972 indicated that 640,000
homes (91 %) had at least one radio
set and 130,000 (18%) had more than
one set. 56% had portable sets, 16%

VH F sets and 5% had car radios.

The average adult listened to RTE

radio fortwo hours a day. Listening

to RTE radio accounted for 87% of all

radio listening and 66% of adults

listened to RTE radio at some time
each day.

Television statistics
A survey conducted by Irish TAM

Limited in November 1972 showed
that 542,000 or 77% of private
households in the State had television
sets, 313,000 (89%) urban households
and 229,000 (65%) rural households
having sets capable of receiving

RTE television.

During the year, the average adult in
a television home viewed RTE for
almost two hours a day during the
main evening period. Viewing of RTE
accounted for 81 % of all television
viewing during this period.

The total number of colourtelevision
sets is estimated at 27,000. At the end
of the year, the total number of current
television licences in force was 512,136
an increase of 35,380 since the end of
the previous year. There were, in
addition, 18,010 television licences
due for renewal at the end of the year.

Authority membership

As already reported, the previous

Authority's appointment was

terminated by the Ministerfor Posts

and Telegraphs on 24 November 1972.

A new Authority was appointed by

the Minister with effect from the
same date. Its members were:

Mr. J. A. Scanneil (Chairman),

Lt.-Col. M. Feehan, Messrs. R. V. Jago,

P. Leon, P. McAuliffe, R. Murphy and

M.Ó Móráin.

The Authority recorded its appreciation

of the work of the staff at all levels

during the year.
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RADIO PROGRAMMES

TOP
Donncha Ó Dú/aing presented the new

afternoon radio magazine programme

'Three-O-One.'

BELOW
The bi-lingualradio series IdirShugradh is

Dá irire''completedits eighth year on the air.

To meet the full listening needs of the

national audience through a single

radio service is simply not possible.

Comprehensive programming can be

attempted only when at least two

channels are available through which

the broadcasters can offer the listener

a choice of programmes. Pending

authorisation of a second radio service,

RTE has been trying to meet as many

of its listeners' needs as it can by

continually reviewing the character

and structure of its programme

schedules and by introducing changes

to increase the range of interests

catered for within the limitations of a

single radio channel.

An important change of this kind in

1972/73 was the introduction in April
of Three-O-One', an hour-long

afternoon magazine programme

broadcast four days a week. Subtitled

The sound of the Irish world', the

programme favours regional coverage

and falls into four main categories,

literary, historical, cultural and social.

The entire programme has frequently

been originated from provincial

locations such as Knock, the Yeats

Summer School in Sligo, Forth and

Bargy and Knockadoon. Women play

a significant part in Three-O-One'

and discussions on themes such as

women and advertising, the unmarried

mother and women in Ireland aroused

considerable interest. A segment of

the programme devoted to

contemporary Irish literature included

readings by their respective authors

from The Country Girls' by Edna

O'Brien, 'Life of Riley' by Anthony
Cronin, 'Ina Harbour Green' by

Benedict Kiely, and other books.

Other important new programmes

introduced during the year included

'On Circuit', a magazine programme

forthose living in the South and West,

which included a descriptive writing
competition adjudicated by Bryan

McMahon; 'Imprint', a fortnightly

review of books and bookmen

presented by Seamus Heaney; and

'Young Ireland', a programme for the

younger people. A special unit was

established to produce major

documentaries. Among its

programmes were The Young

Drinkers', 'Between the Mountains

and the Gantries', The Man from
Duagh', Toraigh', 'A Catholic
Constitution fora Catholic People'

and a series of four programmes on
the foundation of the State entitled
'Nineteen Twenty-Two'.

A feature of the year's activities was

the introduction of audience

participation by telephone across a

wide range of programmes. Regular

phone-in sessions were included in

such programmes as'Here and Now'

and Three-O-One', and the new

weekly current affairs programme

'Involvement'was based entirely on

this technique. Programme making in
regional centres was extended during

the year. 'Here and Now' came from

Cork once a fortnight. 'On Circuit',

'An Mhuintir S'Againne Ó Dheas',
The Irish Countryman' and a number

of the documentaries were also
produced from the Cork studios.

Many of the discussions featured in
Three-O-One' involved the regional

studios at Cork, Belfast and Galway.

It was a good year for music. The

public concert series by the RTE

Symphony Orchestra in Dublin, Cork

and Limerick opened on 1 October
1972 with the first concerto
performance in Ireland by the famous

Russian-born pianist, Vladimir

Ashkenazy, and his work on that

occasion (Beethoven's Fourth

Concerto) was televised from Cork.

Also noteworthy was the Brahms

concert on 11 March with American

piano soloist Lee Luvisi and Brazilian

conductor Isaac Karabtchevsky.

The RTE Singers were well received

during their continental tour in

August-September. Equally gratifying

was the acclaim by overseas critics at
theWexford Festival forthe RTESO
performance in the opera 'Katya

Kabanova'.

Sunday afternoon opera, broadcast in
stereo on VH F, was a feature of the

year's broadcasting and the wide range

presented included some less well-
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known masterpieces such as Bellini's

Ml Pirata' and Mozart's 'II Re Pastore'.

Special programmes of musical interest

were produced, among them Twenty

Five Years A-Growing' (an assessment

of the work of the Music Association

of Ireland) and 'Music in Eighteenth
Century Cork'. A number of young

composers were encouraged by the

decision, implemented during the year

to broadcast selections from their

music.

Public response suggests that

programmes of traditional Irish music

retained their popularity, especially

'Céilí House', 'Mo Cheoil Thú' and
'Ceoltaan Domhnaigh'. Record

programmes made extensive use of

the high quality commercial recordings

of traditional music now coming on

the market in great variety. The

promotion by RTE of the best of these

recordings can fairly be seen as a

contributing factor to this development

in music publishing and in current

taste among young people.

For the first time since 1953, the RTE
Light Orchestra presented a number of
public concerts in the provinces. Two

tours were undertaken, the first to
Longford, Sligo and Galway in July

and the second to Birr, Tralee and
Fermoy in November. The Orchestra

also staged eight invitation concerts

in the St. Francis Xavier Hall, Dublin.

The chorus of the Rathminesand

Rathgar Musical Society, the Stedfast

Band, the Noel Kelehan Trio, the

Up-Beat Singers and the RTE Singers

appeared in association with the

Orchestra on these occasions.

Following a review of programme

schedules in February, the main radio

coverage of sporting events was moved

from Saturday to Sunday. International

rugby matches continued to be

featured on Saturdays, but 'Saturday

Sport', which had run for over four

years, was discontinued. Its most

popularfeature, the racing

commentaries, was retained in the

new format - a programme of racing

TOP
The RTE Singers conducted by

Dr. Hans Waldemar Rosen.

BOTTOM LEFT
The topical radio comedy programme 'Getan

Earful of This'continued to please audiences.

BOTTOM RIGHT
Essential control room support for

'Get an Earful of This'.

and records called 'Airs and Races'.
Forthe duration of the Olympic Games,
held in Munich in August, four radio

bulletins were broadcast daily from
the RTE studio in the Olympic village.

New radio productions of full-length
plays were broadcast every Friday at
19.31 hours with repeat transmissions
on Wednesday afternoons at 15.01
hours. Dramatised serials based on

novels and/or origina! material were
transmitted in half-hour episodes on
three afternoons and one evening
weekly. Each week during the year,

one serial and one series specially for
young audiences were broadcast.

Among these were the Enid Blyton
'Adventure'stories, Eilis Dillon's
The Fort of Gold', and A. Rutgers

Van der Leoff's 'Avalanche'.

Variety and quiz programmes were

recorded on tour in the provinces,
including 'Followthe Festivals',

Take me to the Seaside', ' First Class',
and 'Sounds of Shandon'. Thirty

half-hour variety programmes in Irish

were recorded in Gaeltacht areas -

Cama, Co. Galway, Gaoth Dobhair,

Co. Donegal, Baile an Fheirtearaigh,
Co. Kerry, Cuil Aodha, Co. Cork,

An Rinn, Co. Waterford and Rath Cairn,

Co. Meath.

Agricultural programmes during the

year continued to give wide coverage

to the progress of the EEC farm policy
negotiations.

Adult education programmes included

a series for parents in which various

aspects of children's reading were

discussed. Topics were stressed which
could lead to activity by the children

themselves and one programme dealt
with books available in Irish. Another
series, The Makers of Modern Man',

examined concepts of which people

are more widely aware than well-

informed. Thinkers and scientists
whose work was explained included
Newton, Marx, Freud, Mendel and
Darwin. Afurther series, stimulated

by theTutankhamun exhibition in
London, dealt with ancient Egypt.

RIGHT
Preparing to broadcast in the radio series

'Palace of Varieties '72'.
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TELEVISION PROGRAMMES

Anna McGoldrick was the star of the

television series Anna. '

As the year under review drew to a

close, the General Election and the
British White Paper on Northern
Ireland dominated public interest.
Their impact was reflected in

broadcasting, as also were other
significant events.

Early in April 1972, a special 'Late

Late Show' was broadcast which
set out the argument for and against
our joining the EEC. The programme

ran overfour hours and held a large
and enthusiastic audience throughout
that time. Later in the same month RTE
transmitted a special programme from
The Advocates' series made by Station
WGBH Boston which debated the
question 'Should the US support the

unification of Ireland ?'. The launching
of Apollo 16 was covered in July and
in Octoberthe Oxford Union Debate

on the subject of Northern Ireland was
relayed live. There was a special

programme in March which examined

the proposals of the British White
Paper on Northern Ireland and in the
same month RTE transmitted

simultaneously with the BBC their
programme, The Question of Ulster:

The Way Forward'.

Other programmes of special interest

during the year were Kevin O'Kelly's
film on Eamonn de Valera, which was

shown in honourof the President's

90th birthday; 'Dusty Bluebells', a
programme from BBC Northern Ireland

which won the Sixth Annual Golden

Harp Festival, and 'FareThou South',

a programme produced with the

co-operation of the broadcasting

organisations in Norway, Denmark and

Sweden on the Vikings and the extent

of their influence in this country.

Some of RTE's most distinguished

transmissions during the year were

the work of television production

organisations abroad. I n a world

accelerating into change, RTE sees

the provision of information about

neighbouring and distant communities

as education in a real sense. Through

the use of imported material, it is

possible to provide audiences with

experiences of other cultures and

patterns of behaviour. RTE endeavours
to strike a balance between the
extremes of attitude prevailing in

European broadcasting organisations
about imported material. In the
Scandinavian countries, where some
50% of the material broadcast comes
from outside sources, foreign

programmes are regarded as
intrinsically valuableandasa linkto

other people and other life styles.
Ireland's situation does not entirely

conform to that applying in Scandinavia
as audiences in those countries are
more tolerant in their acceptance of a
diversity of language than Irish
audiences. Broadcasting services in
Great Britain can be taken as an
example of the attitude prevailing in
France and Germany. I n those
communities imported material is
regarded as a supplement to

programming which is largely

oriented to forming fixed national
attitudes and identity. British
broadcasters are now beginning to
question the insularity of their
approach in the light of the change
facing them in their new involvement
in Europe.

It is also relevant to note the favourable
reaction byaudiencestomuch of the
imported material broadcast by RTE.
The fact that people like these

programmes is a good reason for
offering them to the public. Their
finish and professional integrity

strengthens the case. Finally, while a

number of imported programmes may
be regarded as escapist, it must be
said that to exclude what is popular on

this account would be an intolerant
policy for public service broadcasting.

Audiences the world over welcome
that element of television broadcasting
which providesthem with their own

home cinema. In the year's schedule

RTE carried a number of distinguished
feature films: Jean Paul Sartre's
The Condemned of Altona' starring
Frederick Marsh, Richard Harris in
This Sporting Life', Albee's 'Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf ?', 'Farewell to
Arms', 'Funeral in Berlin', 'Cat on a

Hot Tin Roof, 'Brief Encounter', 'Lord
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Jim', to mention some of the more

distinguished. During the summer

months, 'Cine Club' gave audiences

an opportunity to see some of the best
feature films in continental languages:

Jean Renoir's'La Grande Illusion',

Visconti's 'Rocco and His Brothers',

Tant Qu'on a la Santé', 'Shin-Heike
Monogatari', 'Perles de la Coronne'

and 'I Bambini Ci Guardano'.

Sub-titles proved to be a problem for

some viewers but in properly adjusted

receivers sub-titles should not present

comprehension difficulties.

As well as these feature films from

the continent, RTE carried a variety of

programmes of music, opera and ballet

during the summer under the title of

'Festival'. These were well received.

Throughout the year, RTE television

carried adventure and detective series.

'Ironside', 'Cannon', and 'Hawaii

Five-O' remained as popular as ever

with their followers to judge from

public response. These series were

joined in this year's schedule by a

variety of other programming in a

similar vein, some of which seem to

have won for themselves the same

kind of viewer loyalty. Virtually all

the detective series broadcast in the

year were of American origin, as were

programmes like 'Anna and the King',

The Odd Couple', 'Partners' and

The Mary Tyler Moore Show'.

From Canada, RTE transmitted the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's

adaptation of The Whiteoaks of

Jalna'; from Italy a reconstruction of

the life of Leonardo da Vinci; from

Sweden, 'In the Outermost

Archipelago', an adaptation of the

Strindberg stories; and from Germany

'Salto Mortale', a story of a circus

family in 18 episodes.

Programmes from Britain included

The First Churchills', adapted and

produced by the team who made

The Forsythe Saga'. This was

broadcast during the summer months

and was followed in the autumn by
the six-part series The Search for the

Nile', introducing the 'Armchair

Traveller' series. The major programme

from the BBC was the twenty-part
adaptation of Leo Tolstoy's 'War and

Peace'.

A good deal of the adult education

material broadcast during the year

was imported. Two language

instruction series were transmitted -
'Wie Bitte', German for beginners, and

RTE gave extensive radio and colour
television coverage to the 1972 Olympic
Games at Munich.

'En Francais'for those interested in

French. These early Sunday afternoon

transmissions had rather small

audiences but from the reaction

received it is clear that interested

viewers were pleased with them.

During the year RTE transmitted for

the first time a series of programmes,

called 'Medicine Today', of special

interest to doctors and nurses.

Programmes for the RTE-produced

'Farm Plan' series on animal genetics

were repeated and programmes for

the hobbiest and handyman were also

transmitted, including series on

canoeing and on do-it-yourself

activity in the home and in the garden.

In January RTE broadcast an eight-part

series on town planning called 'Places

for People', made by Norddeutscher

Rundfunk in co-operation with the

BBC. This series examined the

administrative, physical and social

problems of urban settlements in

various European countries.

One of the major broadcasting events

of the year was the transmission from

Munich of the 20th Olympic Games.

The overall standard of presentation

and organisation impressed most

viewers, even those not particularly

interested in athletics. In the autumn

RTE carried a thirteen-part series on

international golf but it was not

greeted with the same enthusiasm as

those broadcast in earlier years.

Throughout the year, RTE'sown

outside broadcast units and film crews

regularly covered every major Irish

sporting activity. In February a new

sports programme, 'Action '73', was

launched. This replaced some of the

sports features which had previously

been incorporated in the general

schedule.

I n the course of the year RTE broadcast

nine plays on television : 'Who Me ?'
by Maureen Donegan, The Lodgers'

by Patrick Boyle, 'What Happens

When it Snows' by James Douglas,

The Lads' by Joe O'Donnell, 'A Dog's
Life' by Niall Sheridan, 'I'm Getting
Out of This Kip'by Henno McGee,

The Decoy' by Michael Judge, 'An

Carabhán' by Siobhán Ni Shuilleabháin
and 'Moloney' by Sean Ó Tuama.
The last two plays were in Irish.

'An Carabhán' won the Oireachtas
Television Drama Award. Of all the

drama output last year, The Lads' was
the most controversial. Its content
and performance provoked much
comment.

Later in the year RTE transmitted,
underthe title of 'Portrait', four
dramatic vignettes of eminent
Irishmen: Dean Swift by Eugene
McCabe, Parnell by Anthony Cronin,

Canon Sheehan by Eoghan Harris and
Sean O'Casey by John Arden and

Margaretta D'Arcy. The technique of
outdoor filming, which has so well
served the long running 'Riordans',

was employed in an adaptation of
Thomas Murphy's play 'Famine'. This

was recorded at one location in
Co. Wicklow and broadcast in three

weekly episodes. It was produced by

Tony Barry and was notable for its
excellent location work and strong

performances by all the cast. A weekly
serial, 'Partners in Practice', came to
the end of its run in June and did not
return forthe autumn schedule. The
Riordans', however, was continued

and retained its popularity.

September saw the return of 'Sesame

Street' for younger viewers. The

programme was broadcast on Monday

and Tuesday afternoons, a more

appropriate viewing time than in the

previous year. RTE's children's series,

'Wanderly Wagon', ended its long run
during the year and was replaced by a
weekly magazine called 'Aillio', aimed
at an older age group. For five months

starting in Septembers nightly quiz

was broadcast called 'Quiz Around

the Clock'. A series under the title 'An
Domhan Seo Againne', with narration
in Irish, was transmitted as the result

of the co-operation between RTE and

other members of the European

Broadcasting Union.
TOP

Major sporting activities were covered
by RTE outside broadcast units.

BELOW
Television coverage of handball was

popular during the year.
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Radio Hours %

Music

Talksand Features

Plays

Variety

News in Irish

News in English (including announcements)

Sponsored

Religious Programmes

Education

Sport

Agriculture

1817
1156
424
238
128
721
639
173

20
337
127

Totals 5780

Television home originated Hours

News bulletins and reports

Public affairs and documentaries
Light entertainment and comedy

Serious music/Ballet/Opera/Art

Schools

Sports

Religious

Childrens
Agriculture

Drama and serials

Consumer/public information

254
168
120

5
90

232
75
52
23
36

8

Totals 1,063

Television imported Hours

Public affairs and documentaries
Light entertainment and comedy

Serious music/Ballet/Opera/Art

Schools

Sports

Childrens
Drama and serials

Detective/adventure

Westerns

Adult education

85
270

34
7

80
190
280
302

91
33

Totals

The American series 'Marcus Wei by
remained as popular as ever.

31.5
20.5

7.0
4.0
2.0

13.0
11.0
3.0
0.5
5.5
2.0

100.0

%

24.0
15.5
11.0
0.5
9.0

22.0
7.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
1.0

100.0

%

6.0
20.0

2.0
1.0
6.0

14.0
20.0
22.0

7.0
2.0

1,372

Popular programme series from Britain
included 'The Onedin Line'.

100.0

The Late Late Show' returned for
another series. Two notable

programmes in the autumn were the
celebration of the programme's tenth
birthday and a special tribute to
Sean Keating, RHA. In co-operation
with BBC Scotland, a successful series
called 'Capital Folk' was produced.

A number of light entertainment series
were also presented, featuring Anna
McGoldrick, Margo and The

Pattersons. RTE's second talent
competition The Gold Star Award'

was not as enthusiastically received

as its predecessor and some of the
programmes in the'It's . . .'series
broadcast in the summer seemed to

have appealed only to specialist

audiences. Two of the more ambitious
light entertainment productions during
the year were not generally well

received. The 'Dana' programme,

despite the undoubted excellence of its
star, drew a lot of adverse criticism

and The Likes of Mike' also attracted
some disapproval. 'Spin Off, the

successor to'Like Now,'ran from the

beginning of the autumn schedule
until the new year.

The regularagricultural programme

'Landmark'retained its following.
Most of the programmes on European
farming included in the series were
made with the co-operation of the
BBC.Thesuccessful'Cross-Country

Quiz' was transmitted for sixteen
weeks on Wednesday evenings and

gathered as large an audience as in
the previous year when it was
transmitted on Sundays.

The greatest concentration of serious
music on RTE television was during
the summer. Between June and mid-
September, the weekly 'Festival' series
of imported opera, ballet and
symphonic music was broadcast.
Among the highlights of the season
were 'La Boheme', in Franco
Zeffirelli's production, with the
Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala,
Milan; 'Eugene Onegin', with the

Chorus and Corps de Ballet of the

Bolshoi Theatre; 'Four Ways to Say
Farewell', Leonard Bernstein's
personal introduction to Mahler's
N inth, fol lowed a week later by the

work itself performed by the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra; and The
Tales of Hoffman' performed by the
Orchestra and Chorus of the Bayreuth
State Opera House. RTE's own
productions in this field included the
recording at Cork City Hall of
Vladimir Ashkenazy, playing
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Beethoven's Piano Concerto Number

Four, and the recording of Gounod's

St. Cecila Mass, sung by the St.

James' Church Choir and Orchestra.

Serious music was featured in a

number of other programmes such as

Tangents' and The Late Late Show'.

The religious programmes 'Encounter'

and 'Outlook' were again included

in the year's schedule. The number of

Services and Masses broadcast on

Sunday mornings was doubled.

Special mention should be made of an

American documentary programme

of exceptional merit broadcast during

the summer. The programme, made by
N ET in America, was called To be

Young, Gifted and Black'. It was based

on the writings of Lorraine Hansberry

and was performed by a versatile small

cast in a stylised setting with some

short film inserts. Miss Hansberry was

a negro writer who wrote about black

Americans with sympathy, courage

and optimism. Work of this calibre adds

distinction to any schedule in which

it appears.

Some of RTE's own documentary

programmes achieved considerable

distinction. Those of popular merit

were the'Portrait of Jack Doyle',

in the 'Report' series; 'Behind the

Closed Eye', a portrait of Francis

Ledwidge; the programme on Miss

Denise Moriarty to celebrate the 25th

Anniversary of the Cork Ballet

Company and the interpretation of
Vaughan Williams's 'Oxford Elegy'.

The series 'Neighbours' gave the

writers Sean Ó Faoláin, Jack White,

John Montague, PatrickGallagherand
Francis Stuart the opportunity to

convey the flavour of life in six

European countries which they knew

well. The object of this series was to

make our European neighbours

familiar to viewers through the eyes of

distinguished fellow countrymen.

Two programmes from the previous

year's schedule returned: 'Enterprise',

looking again at industry and

technology in Ireland and abroad,

and 'Hall's Pictorial Weekly'. The
latter was presented in a new setting

and moved to Saturday in the

transmission schedule where it

quickly built itself a style and
character which seems to satisfy

nearly all. A major undertaking was

the introduction of a new nightly

magazine called Tangents' which

was broadcast from the beginning of

the autumn schedule five evenings
each week. Although a magazine of
this kind is very difficult to launch

successfully, 'Tangents' achieved a

high standard remarkably quickly.

By the end of October, its large

audience ranged across a wide
spectrum of interests.

Finally, a number of RTE programmes

produced in conjunction with the
Department of Education for Telefis
Scoile' merit special mention.

Approximately four hours of material

was broadcast each day during the
school year. Nine subjects were

covered, Senior and Junior Biology,

Junior History, Senior Geography,

English Literature, Senior English,

Gaeilge Sinsear, Junior Mathematics

and Experimental Physics. Among the

notable programmes in this category

was the production of extracts from

'King Lear'for the Senior English

course. Economically set, carefully

rehearsed and well cast, they provided

a useful introduction to the play.

Another notable programme

contribution was the new series on

Mathematics and the film treatment
of 'Rothai Mora an tSaoil' forthe

Gaeilge Sinsearsyllabus.

Keen young competitors in 'Quiz Around the Clock'.

Mr. and Mrs. David Hammond admiring the RTE Golden Harp awarded in 1972 to BBC

Northern Ireland for Mr. Hammond's production 'Dusty Bluebells'.
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HOME - PRODUCED TE
DRAMAS

AN CARABHAN
Siobhán Ni Shúilleabháin

WHO, ME?
Maureen Donegan

THE LODGERS
Patrick Boyle

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IT SNOWS
James Douglas

THE LADS
Joe O'Donnell

MOLONEY
Sean ó Tuama

A DOG'S LIFE
Niall Sheridan

I'M GETTING OUT OF THIS KIP
Heno Magee

THE DECOY
Michael Judge

PORTRAIT - four part series
Eugene McCabe, Anthony Cronin, Eoghan Harris, John Arden & Margaretta D'Arcy

FAMIN E - three part series
Thomas Murphy

THE R10RDANS-forty episodes
Wesley Burrowes, Tom Coffey, Michael Judge

PARTNERS IN PRACTICE - eleven episodes
Carolyn Swift, James Douglas, Derry Power, Michael Judge, Lee Dunne
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CLARACH A GAEILGE

Aran radio agusaran dteilifís,
cuireadh feabhas morar chláracha
Gaeilge i rith na bliana. Tugadh isteach
clár radio nua cúrsaí reatha, 'Gaeliris',
le foireann lánaimsireach, arb é a
chúram mór-scéalta náisiúnta agus
príomh-scéalta na Gaeltachta a chur
arfáil. Roinneadhsuasanclár'An
Mhuintir s'Againne' ina thrí chodanna
i dtreo is go bhféadfaí freastal ar na
príomh-limistéirí Gaeltachta i gCúige
Mumhan ConnachtagusTírChonaill
le héifeacht. Léiríodh i nGaeilge an
ceathrú clár den tsraith
'Brief-Tuairisc'.

Tugadh araisan clárclúiteach
'Fadhbanna Gaeilge' agus craoladh
an tsraith ar radio RTE agus ar Radio
na Gaeltachta ag an am chéanna.
Léiríodh sraith de dheich gclár radio
a bunaíodh ar 'An tOileánach',
deineadh taifeadadh de mhuintir
Chorea Dhuibhne á léamh, agus

craoladh seacht geinn de chainteanna
ar chúrsaí litríochta sa bhfómhar.
Craoladh freisin cláragallaimh le
Sean Ó Ríordáin agus le Peadar
O'Donnell, clárcuimhneacháin ar
Mháirtín Ó Cadhain agus clarar

chéad chraoladh Radio na Gaeltachta.

Bhí míreanna Gaeilge ar 'Sunday
Miscellany', 'Here and Now',

Three-O-One', 'On Circuit' agus
'Iris na nÓg', agus cuireadh sraith
laethúil de 'Ar Bheagán Ghaeilge'
arsiúl arphríomh-iris-chlár na maidne,
'Hereand Now'.

Deineadh clárdoiciméide i nGaeilgea
chraoladh aran radio uairsa mhí i
gcaitheamh na bliana. I mease na
gclár bhí 'Imeacht na nlarlai",

Toraigh', 'Máirtín Ó Direáin', 'Cá
bhfuil Ceathrú Thaidhg ?', 'Na
Coláistí Ullmhúcháin', 'Udhachtagus
Oidhreachf agus 'Dala an Scéil'.
Freisin deineadh sraith de chláracha
speisialta radio ar Oireachtas na
Gaeilge na bliana 1972, agus craoladh
cuntas laethúil ar na himeachtaí ar

'Here and Now'.

Ar an dteilifís, leanadh leis na cláracha
rialta Gaeilge, ar nos 'Féach' agus 'Ag

Déanamh Ceoil', agus cuireadh

cláracha nua leis an sceideal i
gcaitheamh na bliana. I rith an
tsamhraidh, cuireadh tus le sraith de
chláracha díospoireachta faoin
dteideal 'Dearcadh', maraon le sraith
archeolchoirmeacha na mbuaiteoirí
ag Fleánna Ceoil agus feiseanna ar
fud na tire. Cuireadh spéis go

forleathan i gcláramháin Gaeilge
'An Bás Beo' as an tsraith 'Facets Irish',
inarthug Eoin Ó Súilleabháin léargas
ar shaol agus ar litríocht na mBlascaod
agus inar aithris sé sleachta as leabhar
clúiteach a athar, 'Fiche Bliain ag Fas'.

I sceideal an Fhómhair, féachadh

le clár amháin teilifíse i nGaeilge nó
faoin tsaoíocht Ghaelach a léíriú gach
oíche den tseachtain. Orthu seo bhí
an clár cúrsaí reatha 'Féach', na
cláracha ceoil 'Meitheal' agus 'Ag
Déanamh Ceoil', 'Mo Scéal Féin',
sraith d'agallamha le muintir na
Gaeltachta, agus an tsraith dhá-
theangach faoin dúlra 'Amuigh Faoin
Spéir'. Um Nollaig, chuirfoireann
'Amuigh Faoin Spéir' dhá chlár
an-spéisiúil i láthair, ceannaroileán
na finn-scéalaíochta 'Uí Bhreasail'
agus an ceann eile ar 'Loch
Dairbhreach', áit inarchónaigh Clann
Lir de réir bhéaloideasa.

San Earrach, léiríodh ceithre chlár
siamsaíochta faoin dteideal 'An
Ghaoth Aneas', cláracha gurdeineadh
taifead orthu i gceantar Chorcaí agus
a chuir Sean Ó Sé i láthair. I mí na
Marta, craoladh sraith ghearrde
chláracha as Béarla faoi ghnéithe
den tsaoíocht Éireannach. 'Oidhreachf
ba theideal don tsraith agus bhí na
cláracha ar leith ag pié le hoilithreacht
Ghobnatan i mBaile Bhuirne,

oidhreacht na Normanach in Éirinn
agus aistir iomráiteacha Naomh
Bhréanainn thar farraige go dtí
AntOileán Úr.
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NEWS

Technological advances have made
it possible to bring sound and filmed
reports to the public much more

quickly than in the past. This

development, in turn, has stimulated

a demand for more news. Broadcasting

organisations throughout the world
have been responding to this demand.
News bulletins are longer, current

affairs programmes more extensive.

RTE reflected the general trend during
the news-crammed year under

review. The duration of the main

evening radio bulletin was doubled;

that of the main television bulletin
was increased from 20 to 30 minutes
on five nights a week. Radio bulletins
were further extended on many

occasions and special programmes
were broadcast, covering such major

events as the EEC and other referenda,

the general election, the Darlington

conference, the British White Paper

on Northern Ireland and the developing

situation in the North itself. On
television much time was devoted to
European affairs. RTE reporters

covered the Common Market

referenda in Norway and Denmark

and the general elections in Italy,

France and Germany. The spate of

news from the North and political

events in the Republic continued to

dominate the normal bulletins. On

radio, a closer look at politics was

taken by Today in the Dáil', 'Dáil
Report' and 'An Dáil'. A new
programme, 'Roundabout', was added

to the 18.30 radio bulletin to cover

local happenings all over Ireland and

'Provincial Parade'was launched to

review the provincial newspapers.

RTE television film was increasingly

used on the Eurovision news exchange

and pictorial coverage of Irish events

was sent to many countries in Western

and Eastern Europe, to North and

South America, to the Far East and to

North Africa. Overseas broadcasting

organisations showed particular

interest in the referenda on the EEC,

Article 44 and Votes at 18. The General

Election in the Republic in March

1973 attracted considerable interest

abroad. Twenty-seven countries,

including the three major US networks,
accepted RTE's Eurovision offers on
the final stages of the campaign, the
polling, counting of votes and victory
speeches. A large number of foreign
newsmen and film crews were enabled
to send their reports over the
Eurovision network. RTE facilitated
crews from the BBC, ITN,ORTF1 and
2 (France), RAI (Italy), BRT (Belgium),
NRK (Norway), DR (Denmark) and

representatives from the American
networks.

Major world news stories, including

the US withdrawal from Vietnam, the

US Presidential elections, President
Nixon's visit to Peking and the
concluding Apollo moon missions,

were all covered in scheduled news
programmes.

The '7 Days' programme mounted

special coverage, as in previous years

on the occasion of the Budget. The
EEC referendum campaign was

extensively covered and a special
programme on the result incorporated

comment from studios in Brussels,

London and Belfast. Other political

events which received major television
treatment were the Fine Gael Árd
Fheis in Cork and the referenda on
Article 44 and Votes at 18. The
presentation of the General Election
results involved a live transmission of
over ten hours. Other programmes

dealt with the British Government's
Green Paper on Northern Ireland, the

Border Poll and the White Paper

proposals. A special profile of Dr.

Patrick Hillery was transmitted on his

nomination as EEC Commissioner and
extended interviews were conducted

with Mr. Desmond 0'Malley,TD,the
then Minister for Justice, and with

Governor Ronald Reagan of California.

Another successful programme was
'Roy Bradford's Republic', a colour
film scripted and narrated by the
former Stormont Minister. This

included interviews with the then

Taoiseach, Mr. Jack Lynch, TD, and

with prominent leaders of the Irish

community.
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RADIO NA GAELTACHTA

ARCLÉÓNmBARR
'An Pound'-Sean Ó Lúingó Dún Chaoin -
a g craoladh sa stiúideo i m Bai le na nGall,
Ciarraí.

AingealNIChonchubhairag ullmhú an
chláir 'Díbh-se a Pháistí' i gCasla. Conamara.

Tugadh chun críche an dará céim i
bhforbairt Radio na Gaeltachta ar
20 Eanáir1973 nuaira rinneadhan
chéad chomhcheangal beo idirtrí
stiúideo na seirbhíse, Baile na nGal!,
Casia agus Na Doirí Beaga.

Leis an fhás seo rinneadh athrú

bunúsach ar leagan amach na gclár.
Bunaíodh trí hiris-chláracha

aran Luán, an Chéadaoinagusan
Aoine. Craoltar iad seo beo arfeadh
uaire, go hiondúil ag úsáid na dtrí
stiúideo. Thug sé seo deis don
tseirbhísfreastalarcheanndá bun-

aidhmeanna: na réigiúin éagsúla lena
gcanúintíéagsúla athabhairt lechéile.
Cé nár cruthaíodh nach aon chonstaic
na canúintí, cruthaíodh gur lú go mor
de chonstaic iad ná mar a ceapadh
roimh ré. B'fhíor é seo, ni amháin i
gcás daoine fasta, ach i mease páistí
scoilechomh maith.

I rith na céad bhliana suas go dtí mí
Eanáir, bhí Radio na Gaeltachta ag
craoladh ar na meántonnta i dtrí
Fhíor-Ghaeltachtaí agus aran
ardmhinicíochtsan lartharó
tharchuireadóirí i dTrosc Mor i gCo.
Shligigh, Machaire i gCo. an Chláir
agus Mullach an Ois i gCo. Chorcaí.
Go gearr i ndiaidh deireadh na bliana,
rinneadh ceangal ardmhinicíochta le
CipiúiragusStua Laighean,ruda

thug clár Radio na Gaeltachta go
dtí Oirthear na hÉireann uilig.

Ina gcuid oibre, chuirfoireann Radio
na Gaeltachta an bhéim is troime ar
an Fhíor-Ghaeltachtmargurbésinan

cúram ispráinní. Marsin, baasna

ceantair Ghaeltachta sin a tháinig

tromlach mórden ábharcraolta. Ba

eisceacht é an ceol tire; tógadh cuid
mhaithdeó na himillagustaobh
amuigh den Ghaeltacht arfad.

Cuireadh tus le cláracha dramaíochta
i rith na bliana le trí dhrámaí aonmhír
ar dtús agus i mí Feabhra tosaíodh ar
léamh drámatúil ar mhór-shaothar
Mháirtín Uí Chadhain 'Cré na Cille' a
chraoladh agus ar léamh díreach as
leabharSheosaimh Mhic Ghrianna
'An Druma Mor' a bhuaigh Duais an
Bhuitléirigh. I gclár sceideal an Earraigh
chomh maith cuireadh tus le cláracha
eolais agus oideachais do dhaoine
fasta leis an tsraith 'Sa Taobh Seo Den
Tír'. Baill de Bhord Staidéar Seachtrach
Choláiste na hOUscoile, Gaillimh, a bhí
i mbun na leáchtaí seo agus a rinne
cursíos iontu arshaol na Gaeltachta.

I gcúrsaí siamsaíochta,rinneadh socrú
leTaibhdhearc na Gaillimheagus

craoladh Geamaireacht na Nollag
'Don Coyotte' agus níos déanaí
'Seoda Phádraic '73'.

Tharla an t-olltoghachán i mí na

Marta agus chraol Radio na Gaeltachta
na gnáthchláracha arson na bpáirtithe
polaitíochta chomh maith le cláracha
cúrsaí reatha ó na Dáil-Cheanntair sin
ina bhfuil vótaí Gaeltachta. Là an
chuntaisd'fhan Radio na Gaeltachta
aranaer go dtí leathuairtaréisa
deich ag craoladh cuntas iomlán ar

an toghchán agus ag tabhairt mion-
eolais ar staid an toghcháin sna
Dáil-Cheantair ina raibh suim ar leith
ag pobal na Gaeltachta.

Ina gcuid oibre, baineann Radio na
Gaeltachta úsáid as gnáthsheirbhísí
clár RTE, go háirithe an leabharlann
ceirníní, an cartlann agus an
leabharlann láir. Is é RTE freisin a

sholáthraíonn bunábharna

seirbhíse nuachta náisiúnta. Thairis
sin rinneadh an chéad cheangal díreach
ó thaobh craolta nuair a thóg Radio
na Gaeltachta an clár 'Fadhbanna
Gaeilge' ó RTE. Craoladh aran dá
sheirbhís é ag an am chéanna.

Aindreas O Gallchóir, Ceannaire. Radio
na Gaeltachta.

Feardorcha Ó Colla a g curagallaimh ar
oibrithe tógála sna Doirí Beaga, Tír Chonaill.

THUASARDHEIS
Tarchuíreadóir agus crann craolta Radio
na Gaeltachta imBéalan Daingin, Conamara.

TH/OSARDHE/S
Lárionadcraolacháin Radio na Gaeltachta
i gCasla, Conamara.
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I leagan amach na gclár claíonn na

trí hiris-chláracha le cúrsaí reatha go

bunúsach, agustaobh istighdesin is
ar chúrsaí na Gaeltachta a cuirtear an
bhéim. Thairis sin craolann Radio na

Gaeltachta clár speisialta ar chúrsaí
reatha, 'An tSeachtain Seo', agus is
minie gur chúrsaí náisiúnta a bhíos
ábpléanseo.
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CENTRAL LIBRARY AND
ARCHIVES

The prime function of RTE's Central
Library and Archives is to provide

material for programmes. Nevertheless

the Library recognises its positive role

and responsibility within the context

of contemporary history and is seeking

to collect a limited amount of archive
material without any immediate

programme project or use in mind.

To help establish priorities, and to

advise on and co-ordinate whatever

activities may be involved in the

collection of suitable material, an

Archives Committee has been formed.

This Committee is composed of senior

RTE personnel who have an interest

in archives. Most subject areas are

represented.

The Library has acquired from Visnews,

the international newsfilm agency,

16m dupe negatives of some 200 news

items of Irish interest covering the

years 1913-1960. The use of this
material is limited to RTE. The slides
collection has been enlarged by

acquisition of a basic collection of

international personalities and locations

from the same source. The supply of

video tapes has also been increased,

allowing the more important

programmes to be retained. It is hoped

that the budget for next year will

include provision forthe transference

of some of the tapes to film, a more

reliable method of preservation.

The integration of the existing sound

tape library and the gramophone

library into a single unit within the

Central Library was an important

recent initiative. Equally important was

the establishment of a central

cataloguing unit to service all sections

of the library. This unit programmes

the catalogue entries on IBM magnetic

tape selectric typewriters, and aims to

produce 120,000 entries per year.

The development of the Library as a
multi-media centre has been continued.
Details of its organisation methods

were sought by broadcasting services

and libraries abroad, ranging from

Scandinavia to Singapore. A student

from the Welsh College of Librarian-

ship, engaged in post-graduate

field-work, was accommodated and

it is hoped to facilitate more graduates

in the future.

The Central Library (including

Archives) is the principal Irish source

of programme material for other

broadcasting organisations and much

was supplied during the year. It has

collaborated in the international

exchange of material initiated by the

European Broadcasting Union.

It participates, nationally and

internationally, in conferences and

committee work on library matters.

The total stock of the Library, including

such diverse material as books,

periodicals, films, still photographs,

tapes, discs and scripts, totals over

half a million units. The intake for the
year (excluding record discs),

following selection, was 21,458 units.

40,447 units (excluding discs and

photocopies) were issued to library

users. An average of 2,800 discs were

issued each month and 22,883

photocopies were made during the

year.

A section of the film archive in the RTE

Central Reference Library.
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THE RADIO FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM

LEFT
R TE Reception In vestigation Service
continued to solve interference difficulties
for listeners and viewers.

TOP RIGHT
Aerial array being manoeuvred into position
on the Kippure mast 100 metres above the
ground.

BOTTOM RIGHT
New aerial array atthe base of the Kippure
mast before being h oisted in to position.

The broadcast services in the Republic
of Ireland are so far confined to the
medium frequency band (medium
wave) for radio, and the very high
frequency band for radio and television.
Channels within these bands have
been chosen to give high quality
services to the listener and viewer.

VH F radio
RTE radio is available throughout the
country on medium frequency and

very high frequency. Very high

frequency, or as it is more commonly
known VH F, provides virtually

interference-free high quality reception.
There are three sub-divisions of the

VH F part of the spectrum, designated
Band I, Band II and Band III. Bands I
and 111 are reserved for television
while Band II is used for radio. In order
to avail of the high quality possibilities
in the VH F bands, a system of

modulation (super-imposing the
sound energy on the radio frequency
carrier) known as frequency
modulation or FM is used. Thus, radio
transmissions in VH F are commonly
called VH F, FM, Band 11 or, more

frequently, VHF/FM.

RTE has installed high power

transmitters in five locations to give

VH F radio coverage throughout the
country. The transmitters are co-sited
with the main television transmitters

on mountain tops at Kippure in Co.
Dublin, Mt. Leinsterin Co. Carlow,

Mullaghanish in Co. Cork, Maghera in

Co. Clare and Truskmore in Co. Sligo.

RTE VH F radio transmissions are
vertically polarised. This makes forthe
efficient use of portable transistor
radios with the pull-out telescopic
aerials and also facilitates the use of
car radios. Electrical interference is
virtually non-existent in the VH F band.
With VHF/FM it is possible to add a
new dimension to sound reproduction.

Stereophonic sound, which is
practicable only on VH F/FM, gives

a sense of width and depth to radio

transmissions. At present RTE

stereophonic transmissions are limited

but with the completion of the new

radio centre at Donnybrook these
transmissions will be increased to

several hours each week. Stereophonic
transmissions are, of course,

compatible; that is to say, the
broadcast programmes may be
received in the normal way on the

ordinary monophonie receiver
without the loss of quality.

Radio na Gaeltachta can also be
received throughout the country on
VH F. The service originating in the

Gaeltacht areas of Casia (Conamara),

na Doirí Beaga (Donegal) and Baile na
nGall (Kerry) is relayed by microwave
links to the five transmitter sites
already mentioned and is broadcast
by high-power transmitters giving
national coverage.

Medium frequency radio
The first Radio Éireann high-power
medium frequency transmitter was
installed in Athlone in 1932. A
replacement transmitter was
commissioned in the mid-fifties.
An international agreement - known

as the Copenhagen Plan-was drawn
up in 1948 to regulate the use of low
and medium frequencies. Each country
was assigned channels to meet its
broadcasting needs. Ireland was
assigned a frequency of 566kHz for

its high-powertransmitter in Athlone
and 1250kHz for its low-power

transmitters at Dublin and Cork.
The Athlone transmitter, supplemented
by the transmitters at Dublin and

Cork, gave coverage to 76% of the
Republic during daylight hours.

Medium frequency transmissions are,
however, affected by conditions in
the upper regions of the atmosphere
and, after dark, signals from distant
transmitters operating on the same
frequency as Athlone are receivable
in Ireland. These signals interfere
with reception of RTE atthe extremities
of the service areas and thus reduce
the effective coverage. After dark,
onlytwo-thirdsofthepopularioncan
receive good quality medium frequency
reception. The reverse also happens.
Transmissions from Athlone cause
interference to reception of other
transmitters operating in Europe.
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The sheer number of broadcasting
services also creates a problem.

I n the early days, with very few
high-powered transmitters operating

in Europe, Radio Éireann could be

received widely on the continent.

Over the years, however, as more and
more transmitters came into use, the

range of reception was gradually
reduced: this was due to the mutual
interference caused by frequency

sharing.

It is thus in the interest of all countries
concerned to come to a new agreement

regarding the use of the M F/LF band.
Forthis purpose the International
Telecommunications Union has

arranged conferences to take place
in 1974 and 1975 to formulate a new

international agreement. It is hoped
that these conferences will result in
the assignment of exclusive channels

for high-powertransmitters and thus

restore the advantage of local and
distant reception that existed at one

time.

RTE has designed and is at present
installing a new high-power
transmitting system which will
provide reception throughout the

island and, in addition, will be capable

of reception in Britain. The transmitter

will have a power capability of 500kW

and will operate with a highly efficient

aerial system. The aerial, which will
be of the mast radiator type, will be a
stayed latticed mast structure of

296 metres in height - one of the

tallest structures in Ireland. A new

site has been chosen in the vicinity of
Tullamore following exhaustive

ground conductivity tests.

TOP RIGHT
'The Lads'was the most controversial RTE drama production during the year.

RIGHT
The RTE film drama 'Famine ' was notable for the strong performances by all the cast.

BELOW
Dana and Fran O 'Toóle featured in the television series 'Dana .
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It is expected that the new transmitter
will commence operation towards the

end of 1974.

Television line standards

RTE television is broadcast on two
standards in the areas served by the
main Dublin and Sligo transmitters.

These are the 625-line European
standard and the now out-dated

405-line British standard. Ireland,

at the sta rt of the television service,
adopted 625 lines as the national

standard. But, because there were
some 40,000 receivers in use which

were capable of receiving 405-line

transmissions only, transmissions
were duplicated on the 405-line

standard from the Kippure and
Truskmore transmitters. All of the

single standard 405-line sets

remaining in use are now at least

10 years old and are approaching
the end of their economic life. The

number of 405-line standard receivers

has been decreasing rapidly and it is
RTE's intention to phase out the
405-line transmissions within the
next few years.



National

radio
network

Gréasán
Radio
na Gaeltachta

Gleann Cholmcill

National

television
network

Fanadch 8.7(405

Lettetkenny ch

Truskmore ch 8 1J (405) & ch 1 (,

Achill ch F (

osshaven ch.G (625)

<r>MF Transmitter

<>
VHF/FM Transmitter

Çj      VHF/FM Transposer proposed

O        Repeater Station

Terminal Station

©      Studi

Fixed Coaxial Cable

Fixed Microwave Link

Occasional Link

<><><>    External Links

■ffi-      Príomh-Tharchuireadóirí (MF)

^
Tarchuireadóirí an-ardmhinicíochta (VHF'FM)

Stáisiún Leaschraolta Ceangail

(•)     Stiúideo

'•     Gréasán Radio na Gaeltachta

-^Ë-    Transmitter 405/625
V

Transmitter 625

m       Transposer

Repeater Station

(•)      Studio

Fixed Microwave Link

<►-<►..»►   Eurovision
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ADVERTISEMENT SALES

Radio advertisement revenue
Food

22.3% £212,002

Retail stores

14.3% £135,448

Household stores and equipment
13.2% £123,574

Toiletries and cosmetics
5.8% £55,549

Financial

5.4% £51,555

Medicinal
5.0% £48,192
Travel

5.0% £47,897
Drink
4.3% £41,190

Wearing apparel

3.7% £34,683
Entertainment and exhibitions

3.6% £34,396

Alcoholic drink £27.881
Non-alcoholic drink £13.309

Motoring

3.4% £32,330

Miscellaneous

14.0% £133,306

Alcoholic drink £258,889
Non-alcoholic drink £127.884

Television advertisement revenue
Food

30.9% £1,106,355
Household stores and services

-.¡-.--.---.-----H   15.6% £559,393

I  Drink
I 10.8% £386,773
Toiletries and cosmetics

9.6% £340,816
I   Financial

■■■  6.6% £234,958

I  Medicinal
■ 4.7% £169,735

I  Publications
■ 3.6% £131,468

I  Travel

■ 3.4% £124,012
I   Motoring

■ 3.0% £103,841
Retail stores

2.0% £68,890
Miscellaneous

9.8% £349,594

these figures do not allow for the payment of volume discounts

A scene from the RTE drama production
7 m Getting Out of this Kip '.

During the year under review nett
advertising sales revenue from radio,
television and the RTE Guide totalled

£4,432,468. This was an increase of

£820,392 (22.7%) on last year.
The major part of this increase was
attributable to television advertising
which increased by £627,899 (22%)
to £3,499,111.

Ontelevision, 89%of available

airtime was sold, an increase of 13%
on the previous year. 44,311 separate
advertisements were transmitted.

The range of products advertised on
television was increased during the

year. Particular success was achieved
in the travel and publications'
categories, which between them

represented 7% of total television
advertising income.

Radio advertising at £933,357
showed a 26% increase on the previous

year. The product category shares
indicated some minor changes with

food dropping from 24.6% to 22.3%

and retail stores from 17.0% to 14.3%.

Travel increased from 3.0% to 5.0%
and motor cycles from 2.2% to 3.4%.

Since the establishment of the
television service the need for control
of the content of advertisements has
been recognised, as had long been the
practice in the case of radio. A code of
standards was drawn up giving

guidance to television advertisers with
regard to the content and presentation
of advertisements and requiring that
all commercials be submitted for
clearance before transmission. This
code was supplemented in 1967 by a
general code of advertising practice
to which all major branches of the
advertising industry in Ireland

subscribed. Over the years as practical
experience was gained in handling

the problems unique to television,
guidelines were issued and decisions
taken on the acceptability or otherwise
of different product categories. In

particular, decisions were taken to
cease the advertising of cigarettes and
strong spirits and to prepare a special
code covering the advertising of other
alcoholic drink.
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PUBLICATIONS

TOP
The RTE Players rehearsing in the new

Radio Centre at Donnybrook.

BOTTOM
Hall's Pictorial Weekly' satisfied most
viewers.

The average weekly net sales of the
RTE Guide in 1972/73 were 81,000,
a drop of 1,040 as compared with

the previous year. This reflected the
seasonal variations between autumn-
winterand summer viewing:the

52-page double Christmas issue sold

over 300,000 copies, a notable

achievement in Irish periodical

publishing, whereas the average
weekly sale for July, 1972, was

around 68,000. In all, 34 gravure

colour covers were issued, of which

25 featured home-produced

programmes.

Seven successful special supplements
were published: two on Irish holidays,

two on European travel, one each on
summer and Christmas cooking and

an eight-page supplement in August

to mark the 1972 Olympic Games in

Munich. The inauguration of Radio

na Gaeltachta was marked by a special

illustrated feature and the new service's

programmes were incorporated in the

RTE Guide every week.

Significant events at home and abroad

were given special coverage to

match their broadcasting importance:

among these were the American

Presidential Election, the General

Election, the British White Paper and

the Northern Ireland Referendum.

Important radio and home-produced

television programmes were given

increased emphasis. The new radio

programme schedule introduced in

February 1973, the Thomas Davis

lectures, the four-part series on 1922,

the 'On Circuit' poetry competition

and the adult education series on radio

received special attention, as did the

television series 'Report', 'Neighbours'
'Scope' and the three-part drama

'Famine', as well as many programmes
of general entertainment, in Irish and

English.

Two series of Thomas Davis lectures

were published in 1972/73: The
Gaelic League Idea' edited by Sean
Ó Tuama and Travel and Transport in
Ireland' edited by Kevin B. Nowlan.
This increased to 26 the number of
series of Thomas Davis lectures which

have now been published. Five

further series were accepted for

publication during the year.

THOMAS DAVIS LECTURES
PUBLISHED

Social Life in Ireland 1800/45*
edited by R. B. McDowell
(published forthe Cultural Relations
Committee by the Sign of the Three
Candles, Dublin)

Tara*

by Sean P. 0 Riordain

(published by Dun Dealgan Press,

Dundalk)

St. Patrick*
edited by Rev. John Ryan, SJ

(Stationery Office, Dublin)

Irish Monks in the Golden Age*
edited by Rev. John Ryan, SJ

(Clonmore & Reynolds, Dublin)

The Shaping of Modern Ireland

edited by Conor Cruise O'Brien

(Routledge & Kegan Paul, London;

re-issued 1970)

Seven Centuries of Irish Learning

edited by Brian O Cuiv
(Stationery Office; re-issued by
Mercier Press, Cork, 1970)

Early Irish Society

edited by Myles Dillon
(published for the Cultural Relations
Committee by the Sign of the Three

Candles)

Irish Sagas

edited by Myles Dillon
(Stationery Office; re-issued by

Mercier Press, 1968 and 1970)

The Irish at War
edited by G. A. Hayes McCoy

(Mercier Press)

The Celts
edited by Joseph Raftery

(Mercier Press)

The I ntegrity of Yeats

edited by Denis Donoghue

(Mercier Press)

The Yeats We Knew

edited by Francis MacManus

(Mercier Press)
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STAFF AND ORGANISATION

Early Irish Poetry

edited by James Carney

(Mercier Press)

Leaders and Workers

edited by J.W. Boyle

(Mercier Press)

The Irish Struggle

(Ireland 1916/26)
edited by Desmond Williams

(Routledge & Kegan Paul)

The Years of the Great Test

(Ireland 1927/37)
edited by Francis MacManus

(Mercier Press)

Leaders and Men of the Easter

Rising: Dublin 1916
edited by F. X. Martin, OSA

(Methuen, London)

Great Books of Ireland

edited by Liam de Paor

(Clonmore & Reynolds)

The Fenian Movement

edited byT.W. Moody
(Mercier Press)

Swift Revisited
edited by Denis Donoghue

(Mercier Press)

A View of the I rish Language

edited by Brian O Cuiv

(Stationery Office)

The Formation of

the Irish Economy

edited by L M.Cullen
(Mercier Press)

Ireland in the War Years and After

(1938/51)
edited by Kevin B. Nowlan and

T. Desmond Williams

(Gill and Macmillan,. Dublin)

The J. M. Synge Centenary

edited by Dr. Maurice Harmon

(published in 'Mosaic' V/1, Fall 1971,
University of Manitoba Press, Canada)

The Gaelic League Idea

edited by Sean 0 Tuama

(Mercier Press)

Travel and Transport in Ireland

edited by Kevin B. Nowlan

(Gill and Macmillan, Dublin)

*out of print.

During the year there was a small

increase in staff numbers, attributable

mainly to the development of RTE

Relays. Staff numbers employed on

31 March were 1,550.

Discussions with the RTE group of

trade unions about the development

of the RTE Industrial Relations Council
and the formulation of agreed disputes

and grievance procedures reached an

advanced stage. Considerable progress

was also made on the job evaluation

programme in the programme

operational and technical areas.
Work started on the extension of the

job evaluation exercise to the
management grades. It is hoped to

have appropriate job evaluation

systems in respect of 75% of the total

staff by the end of the next financial

year.

There was a major change in regard

to the employment of married women,

with permanent appointments being

opened up to married women from

1 August, 1972. Previously, permanent

appointments for female grades had

been reserved for single women and

widows.

The second phase of the 13th round

National Wage Agreement came into

operation in RTE on 15 December,

1972. It provided for an increase of

4% on basic wages and salaries

together with a cost-of-living

adjustment calculated by reference

to the escalation clause in the second

phase of the first National Agreement.

There were two minor work stoppages

during the year, both involving the

National Union of Journalists. These

stoppages apart, the industrial relations

situation, although lively and active,

was not unsatisfactory.

Training activities were further

developed, with particular emphasis

on the training of staff for television
programme-making. Intensive

language courses in French and

German were provided by the Training

Department in the light of EEC entry.

Twenty-five years service awards
In January 1973, the Director-General
presented awards to RTE staff with
25 years service in Irish broadcasting.
Those presented with awards were:

Group of RTE staff who received the

25 Years Service A wards in 1973.

Pictured are left to right (back row)
Tomás Stud ley.

Thomas P. Hardi man (Director-General).
Séamus Breathnach. George Green.

Séamus Forde.

Left to right (front row)
Roibeárd Ú Faracháin, Pegg Monahan,

P. P. Maguire. Deirdre Ó Meara.
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Séamus Breathnach

(Drama & Variety, Radio)

Alice Brough

(RTESO)

Tom Collins

(Engineering)

Brendan Curran

(Engineering)

Norris Davidson

(Features, Television)

John Eames

(Engineering)

Séamus Forde

(RTE Players)

George Green

(RTE Players)

Mrs. Dora Hall

(RTESO)

Jack Keating

(Engineering)

Kathleen Kelleher

(Education, Radio)

P. P. Maguire

(Head of Drama & Variety, Radio)

Pegg Monahan

(RTE Players)

Arthur Nachstern

(RTESO)

ProinsiasÓ Conluain
(Features & Current Affairs, Radio)

Roibeárd Ó Faracháin
(Controller of Programmes, Radio)

CathalÓGríofa
(Features & Current Affairs, Radio)

Fachina Ó Hannracháin
(Legal Officer)

DeirdreO'Meara

(RTE Players)

TimO'Meara

(Engineering)

Jim Power

(Engineering)

Thomas Stewart

(RTESO-since deceased)

Tomás Studley

(RTE Players)
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FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS

The accounts for the year show a
surplus of £267,646. This compares

with a figure of £9,231 for 1971 /72.

Total income increased by 19.38%
from £7,006,247 to £8,363,829, the
growth in advertising income being

the major contributory factor. The

licence fee rate remained unchanged

at £7.50 throughout the year.

RTE Relays income amounted to

£347,487 and exceeded operating

costs, including depreciation, by
£9,215. Loan interest amounting to

£27,409, non-recurring expenditure of
£28,965 and development costs

written off at £7,567 were also charged

to this activity, giving a final overall

deficit of £54,726.

Total expenditure amounted to

£8,096,183, an increase of £1,099,167
or 15.71 % on the previous year. This

figure includes Radio na Gaeltachta

operating costs of £84,028. Television

expenditure increased by £744,790

(15.49%) and radio expenditure by

£354,377(16.19%).

The accounts show charges of

£302,534 for depreciation and

£181,480 for interest on borrowings.

After meeting all charges, including

these items, there was a surplus of

£267,646 to be carried into the
appropriation account. The debit

balance forward of £97,684 has been

set off against this surplus.

Development expenditure at £7,567

and prior year adjustments of £336

have also been charged. In addition,

£100,000 has been transferred to

general reserve, leaving a credit

balance of £62,059 to be carried

forward to next year's account. Net

additions to broadcasting fixed assets

amounted to £1,091,064. Of this
£714,190 was for radio broadcasting

and the balance, £376,874, was

accounted for by the television service.

During the year a sum of £500,000

was taken up in repayable Exchequer

advances and grants totalling
£178,080 were made available to

meet capital expenditure incurred on

Radio na Gaeltachta. Sufficient funds

were available from internal sources

to finance the balance of the year's

capital expenditure.

Current assets increased by £152,186.

Sundry debtors and unexpired charges

rose by £189,849, but as against

these stores on hand and work in

progress were lower by £37,552.

Cash on hands was virtually

unchanged at £1,977.

Current liabilities and provisions at

£2,029,220 were £61,772 greater
than at 31 March, 1972. The increase

is partly in sundry creditors and accrued

charges (£30,563) and partly in bank

overdraft (£31,209).

The ratio of current assets to current

liabilities, which stood at 0.76 in
March 1972, showed improvement

to 0.81.



INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT for the year ended 31 March 1973

Expenditure
1973

Radio
1972      £ 1973

Television

£      1972      £ 1973
Total

1972      £

Programmes 1,378,797 1,200,371 2,872,716 2,484,454 4,251,513 3,684,825
Engineering 559,013 464,095 1,318,431 1,106,100 1,877,444 1,570,195

Sales & promotion 67,949 60,441 295,337 255,123 363,286 315,564
Management & administration 218,829 183,830 345/691 300,491 564,520 484,321

Premises 129,687 105,867 182,735 148,021 312,422 253,888
Contribution to Staff Superannuation Fund 78,614 73,863 164,370 142,645 242,984 216.508

Interest on advances from Exchequer 19,354 16,524 108,658 100,000 128,012 116,524
Interest on other borrowings 17,534 37,647 35,934 54,660 53,468 92,307
Depreciation (note 1a) 73,144 45,906 229,390 216,978 302,534 262,884
Surplus/(deficit) of income over expenditure (1,378,393) (708,834) 1,646,039 718,065 267,646 9.231

Totals 1,164,528       1479,710       7,199,301        5,526,537       8,363,829       7,006,247

Income
1973

Radio
1972      £ 1973

Television

£      1972      £ 1973
Total

1972    £

Income received from broadcasting licence fees
(net) section 22 (i) (a) Broadcasting

Authority Act, 1960 (note 2c) 205,799 719,616 3,233,504 2,433,793 3,439,303 3,153,409
Receipts from advertisers (inc. publications) 933,357 740,864 3,499,111 2,871,212 4,432,468 3,612,076
Income from investments, bank interest, etc. — — 775 2,127 775 2,127

Income from wired television — — 347,487 117,675 347,487 117,675
Miscellaneous 25,372 19,230 118 424 101,730 143,796 120,960

Totals
1,164,528       1,479,710       7,199,301       5,526,537       8,363,829      7,006,247

Appropriation Account

Balance forward

Adjustments in respect of prior years (note 2d)
Development expenditure - written off
General reserve transfer
Balance forward

97,684
336

7,567
100,000
62,059

Balance brought down 267,646

Totals 267,646 267,646

BALANCE SHEET as at 31 March 1973

Capital and liabilities 1973 1972

Capital account

Value of property transferred to Authority-section 32 Broadcasting
Authority Act, 1960 (note 2a) 249,000

Repayable advances-section 23 Broadcasting Authority Act, 1 960,
as amended by section 1 Broadcasting Authority Amendment Act,
1964 (note 2a) 2,951,000

General reserve 1,550,000

Capital reserve (note 2b) 406,587

Loans

Radio Telefís Éireann Superannuation Fund 600,000
Bank 300,000

Current liabilities and provisions
Sundry creditors 835,185

Accrued charges 610,477
Bank overdraft 583,559

Deferred liabilities

Appropriation account
Balance as at 31 March, 1973

Totals

3,200,000

1,956,587

900,000

2,029,220
152,134

62,059

249,000

2,451,000

8,300,000

600,000
300,000

719,940
695,159
552,349

2,700,000

1,450,000
196,245

900,000

1,967,448
152,250

(97,684)

7,268,259

Assets £       1973 1972

Freehold and leasehold lands and buildings
Balance as last account
Net additions during year

Less: depreciation to date

3,359,471
303,262

3,662,733
324,740

2,750,257
609,214

3,359,471
324.741

3,337,993 3,034,730

Plant and vehicles and equipment
Balance as last account
Net additions during year

Less: depreciation to date

3,827,661
720,610

4,548,271
1,765,805

3,321,986
505,675

3,827,661
1,512,141

2,782,466 2,315,520

Furniture, fixtures and fittings
Balance as last account
Net additions during year

Less: depreciation to date

225,831
55,143

280,974
152,990

220,124
5,707

225,831
135,688

1 27,984 90,143

Musical instruments, etc.
Balance as last account
Net additions during year

Less: depreciation to date

Wired television equipment (note 1 f)
Less: depreciation to date

Development costs

Less: amounts written off and amounts recovered (note 1 e)

Current assets

Stores on hand &■ work in progress (note 1 c)
Sundry debtors & unexpired charges (note 1 b)
Cash on hand

Investments etc.

137,301
12,049

149,350
104,509

341,215
19,874

54,891
17,054

373,670
1,271,391

1,977
500

44,841

321,341

37,837

1,647,538

127,727
9,574

137,301
95,471

248,918
5,558

54,891
7,567

411,222
1,081,542

2,088
500

41,830

243,360

47,324

1,495,352

Totals 8,300,000 7,268,259



NOTES ON ACCOUNTS

Motel : Accounting Policies

a) Depreciation of fixed assets

The basis of calculation of depreciation provisions on fixed assets is as in the previous year except that depreciation has now been
charged on Radio na Gaeltachta plant, vehicles and equipment, as a result of the commencement of transmissions from that service
on 2 April, 1972.

b) Debtors
Bad debts are written off as they arise; no general reserve has been created or considered necessary having regard to past experience

c) Stocks Et stores

Stocksand stores are valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value.

d) Capitalisation of interest
Interest payable has been capitalised as follows:

1972/73           1971/72

_£_£_

Land & buildings-radio 88,244 48,341
Plant& equipment-radio 30,413 5,746
Wired television schemes prior to

commencing date — 13,159

£118,657 £67,246

e) Development costs
The sum of £54,891 represents:

1 ) The net cost of wired television activities to 31 March 1 971 - £52,971. This amount is being written off over seven years at
£7,567 per annum.

2) Development costs- Radio na Gaeltachta to 31 March 1971 -£1,920. This amount was recovered in the year to 31 March 1973.

f ) Equipment on lease

The total cost of wired television equipment at 31 March 1 973 amounted to £1,020,950 (£754,523).
Of this, equipment to the value of £679,735 (£505,605) has been the subject of sale and leaseback arrangements with two financial
institutions, leaving £341,21 5 (£248,918) as shown in the balance sheet.
Leasing rentals amounting to £122,91 2 (£25,643) have been charged in the income & expenditure account to maintenance & plant
hire.

Note 2: General

a) Capital account

The minister for Finance has not determined the manner and terms forthe discharge of the debt of £249,000 due by the Authority
under the provisions of section 32 of the Broadcasting Authority Act, 1960.
Interest has been charged on the repayable advances from the Exchequer but the conditions under which these advances shall be
repaid have not been fixed.

b) Capital reserve

The capital reserve of £406,587 (previous year £1 96,245) represents non-repayable receipts to finance capital expenditure. The

principal item in the reserve is Exchequer grants of £374,325 for capital expenditure incurred on Radio na Gaeltachta.

c) Licence fee income

Radio Licences have been discontinued on a phased basis over the year ended August 1972. Due to this, it was not possible to
apportion licence fee income to Radio on the same basis as in the previous year.

d) Prior year adjustments
The adjustment in respect of prior years refers to settlement of revenue expenditure items previously under query.

e) Capital commitments

The balance of uncompleted work on capital works contracts amounted to approximately £556,000 at March 31,1973 (£427,000

previous year).

f ) Comparative expenditure figures

The comparative expenditure figures have been adjusted to conform to the current organisation structure in RTE.

The notes attached form an integral part of these accounts.

Dónall Ó Mórain Chairman; Sheila Conroy Member of the Authority;!. P. Hardlman Director General.

Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General. I have examined the foregoing Income and Expenditure Account and Balance
Sheet of Radio Telefís Éireann which have been prepared in the form approved by the Minister for Postsand Telegraphs. I certify that
in my opinion these accounts, together with the notes thereon, give a true and fair view of the results for the year and of the state of
the Authority's affairs as at 31 March 1 973.

Sean Mac Gearailt, Comptroller and Auditor General, 18 Deireadh Fómhair, 1973.

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE for the year ended 31 March 1973

Schedule 1—Radio
1973      £ 1972      £

Schedule 2—Television

1973      £ 1972      £

Programmes
Salaries &wages

Travelling expenses
Artistes' fees etc.
Performing rights, royalties, copyright, recording &

reproduction fees

Production materials

Sundry expenses

846,292
77,587

316,784

96,437
11,683
30,014

758,227
50,063

271,503

87,801
9,566

23,211

1,568,605
171,503
418,785

383,330
291,110
39,383

1,409,962
141,877
404,784

229,806
267,790
30,235

Engineering
Salaries & wages

Travelling expenses & transport
Lines network
Power, light & heat

Maintenance & plant hire

Sundry expenses

1,378,797

411,610
28,164
53,008
27,990
28,508

9,733

1,200,371

333,649
22,183
55,691
22,646
22,431

7,495

2,872,716

670,200
63,338

140,494
58,100

367,716
18,583

2,484,454

641,634
66,959

137,984
49,858

181,700
27,965

Sales and promotion
Salaries & wages

Advertising & promotion
Travelling expenses

Sundry expenses

559,013

42,677
11,573

1,212
12,487

464,095

38,980
9,855
1,042

10,564

1,318,431

203,171
17,485
21,791
52,890

1,106,100

1 55,645
27,150
16,787
55,541

67,949 60,441 295,337 255,123

Management and administration
Remuneration & expenses of the Authority members
Salaries & wages

Printing, postage, stationery & advertising
Travelling expenses
Sundry expenses

5,543
135,444

24,048
5,267

48,527

5,360
110,973

20,460
5,039

42,178

5,543
169,952

59,489
6,099

104,608

5,360
150,865
42,968

5,812
95,486

218,829 183,830 345,691 300,491

Premises
Rent, rates & taxes
Insurance

Lighting, heating & cleaning

Alterations to and maintenance of buildings, masts, etc.
Telephones, etc.

78,078
24,759

6,077
5,346

15,427

69,466
12,643
10,381

1,876
11,501

57,028
37,046
32,166

6,113
50,382

49,295
18,816
31,981

1,077
46,852

129,687 105,867 182,735 148,021

Contribution to Staff Superannuation Fund
Interest on repayable advances
Interest on other borrowings

78,614
19,354
17,534

73,863
16,524
37,647

164,370
108,658
35,934

142,645
100,000

54,660

Depreciation
Buildings
Plant, equipment & vehicles
Furniture & fittings
Musical instruments, etc.

57,256
6,094
9,794

34,317
2,420
9,169

217,494
11,579

317

203,796
12,776

406

73,144 45,906 229,390 216,978

Totals 2,542,921 2,188,544 5,553,262 4,808,472
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PÁIPSI5Í ATÁ LE TÍOLACADH DOE SAIL'AOIB DOW tSBAKAD

PAPERS TO 3E PRESENTED TO TEE BAIL.AND. SEANAD. 36 ̂ t

1 . An Roinn ata a g déanainh an
tiolactha

Department making presentation

2. Teideal an pháipéir ata le
tíolacadh

Title of Paper to "be presented

3. Más do réir Reachta ata an
tíolacadh á dhéanamh, luaitear
Teideal agus Alt an Achta a

údaraíonn an tíolacadh

If presented pursuant to

Statute, state authority for
presentation, giving Title and

Section of Act.

k.   Más gá é a bhéith ar an mBord
ar feadh tréirnhse áirithe,
luaitear:

If required to he on the Table

for a specified period, state:

(1)  An Tréirnhse

!eriod

(2)  Ce acu laethanta den
tcionón no laethanta sui

ata i geeist.

Whether day of session or

sitting days

5. /in gá tairiscint ag lorg

aontuithe gach TÍ ?

If motion of approval by each

House necessary.

.An .ítainn.Foist.agys. ^eXegra/a.

.4QQQWt9.9f. toflJ-P. ÏPJ-PfÎP.
Éireann for year ended
31st March, 1973.

.Broadcasting. Authority. Apt,. ,.

1960 Sections 25 and 26

No

Sinithe
Signed

Ceann na Roinne

Head of Department.

JL* Nollaig, 1973
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